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Liquid crystal phases of achiral banana-shaped molecules:
a computer simulation study†

R. MEMMER

Fachbereich Chemie, Universität Kaiserslautern, D-67663 Kaiserslautern,
Germany; e-mail: memmer@rhrk.uni-kl.de

(Received 16 July 2001; accepted 29 September 2001 )

The phase behaviour of achiral banana-shaped molecules was studied by computer simulation.
The banana-shaped molecules were described by model intermolecular interactions based on
the Gay–Berne potential. The characteristic molecular structure was considered by joining
two calamitic Gay–Berne particles through a bond to form a biaxial molecule of point
symmetry group C

2v
with a suitable bending angle. The dependence on temperature of systems

of N 5 1024 rigid banana-shaped molecules with bending angle Q 5 140 ß has been studied by
means of Monte Carlo simulations in the isobaric–isothermal ensemble (NpT ). On cooling
an isotropic system, two phase transitions characterized by phase transition enthalpy, entropy
and relative volume change have been observed. For the � rst time by computer simulation
of a many-particle system of banana-shaped molecules, at low temperature an untilted smectic
phase showing a global phase biaxiality and a spontaneous local polarization in the layers,
i.e. a local polar arrangement of the steric dipoles, with an antiferroelectric-like superstructure
could be proven, a phase structure which recently has been discovered experimentally.
Additionally, at intermediate temperature a nematic-like phase has been proved, whereas
close to the transition to the smectic phase hints of a spontaneous achiral symmetry breaking
have been determined. Here, in the absence of a layered structure a helical superstructure has
been formed. All phases have been characterized by visual representations of selected
con� gurations, scalar and pseudoscalar correlation functions, and order parameters.

1. Introduction liquid crystals. Macroscopic chiral domains have been
discovered in smectic phases of achiral banana-shapedA characteristic feature of many molecules forming
molecules, whereas diŒerent phase structures are reportedthermotropic liquid crystal phases is their shape aniso-
which consist of arrangements of chiral layers in anti-tropy; very often the corresponding molecules can be
ferroelectric racemic or homogeneously chiral states [5].characterized as rod- or disk-shaped. Recently, new
Here, it should be pointed out that the chirality is nottypes of liquid crystal phases were discovered formed by
of molecular origin, but results from the combination ofso-called banana-shaped molecules [1]. Many of these
polar molecular orientational ordering around the layerphases show interesting material properties, e.g. the
normal and a molecular tilt. A challenging task currentlyappearance of ferroelectricity which in liquid crystals
under intensive investigation is the determination ofwas earlier mainly restricted to systems composed of
structural properties of the multitude of liquid crystalchiral molecules [2]. In contrast, in polar liquid crystals
phases formed by banana-shaped molecules and under-of achiral banana-shaped molecules, the spontaneous
standing their link to the molecular structure, in bothpolarization originates from a biaxial packing of their
cases especially with respect to the occurrence of spon-polar axes in smectic layers. Even more remarkable is the
taneous achiral symmetry breaking. Investigations byspontaneous achiral symmetry breaking, the formation
means of molecular modelling, e.g. Monte Carlo (MC)of chiral superstructures by achiral molecules, in systems
and molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulation,of banana-shaped molecules [3–8], a phenomenon well
allow the deduction of such a link between microscopicknown, e.g. from crystallization processes, but not in
and macroscopic properties starting with model inter-
actions between the molecules, and have been success-

†Presented at the 18th International Liquid Crystal
fully applied in the � eld of liquid crystals [9, 10].Conference, 24–28 July 2000, Sendai, Japan. This paper is
Recently, a variety of model systems for biaxial moleculesdedicated to Professor Hans-Georg Kuball on the occasion of

his 70th birthday. (de� ned as multiple-site models in order to describe
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484 R. Memmer

the molecular structure of mesogenic molecules in more absolute value of the intramolecular vector rab 5 rb Õ ra
refering to the vectors ra and rb to the centres of the twodetail ) have been studied by computer simulation, see

e.g. [11–14]. In the following, a rigid banana-shape d Gay–Berne particles a and b. For this study a bending
angle Q 5 140 ß has been chosen, a value in the typicalGay–Berne molecule of point symmetry group C

2v
is

de� ned by linking two Gay–Berne centres to take into range for banana-shaped molecules, see e.g. [15, 16]. A
molecule-� xed coordinate system with axes x*

i
chosenaccount the characteristic features of banana-shaped

molecules, especially a polar axis intersecting the bending parallel to selected symmetry-� xed axes is de� ned. x*
3

is taken parallel to the molecular long axis � xed byangle. The phase structures of such achiral banana-shape d
molecules will be investigated as a function of temper- the intramolecular vector rab , i.e. it corresponds to the

normal of the mirror plane intersecting the bendingature by MC simulations under isobaric–isothermal
conditions (NpT ). The determination of the structural angle. x*

2 has been taken along the polar axis inter-
secting the bending angle, i.e. parallel to the C2 symmetryproperties of the phases, focusing especially on a charac-

terization of local phase biaxiality and polar order, will axis. Finally, x*
1 is de� ned perpendicular to both x*

2 and
x*

3 in the way that a right-handed Cartesian coordinatebe of central interest.
system is obtained. The steric dipole m is � xed by sym-
metry along x*

2 . For convenience, m is chosen normalized2. Model system
A banana-shaped Gay–Berne molecule is de� ned by to unity (i.e. |m| 5 1), and taken to point with its positive

direction along the vector given by ûa 1 ûb .linking two equivalent calamitic Gay–Berne particles
a and b to form an achiral molecule of point symmetry The intermolecular interactions between two such

molecules i and j separated by an intermolecular vectorgroup C
2v

. Whereas a typical banana-shape d molecule,
� gure 1 (a), has an electric dipole along the polar axis Rij 5 1/2[(r( j)a 1 r( j)b )Õ (r(i)a 1 r(i)b )] with orientations denoted

by Vi and Vj , respectively, where V comprises the Eulerianintersecting the bending angle, the corresponding
banana-shaped Gay–Berne molecule has a steric dipole angles a, b, c between the space-� xed x ¾

i
(i 5 1, 2, 3)

coordinate system and the molecule-� xed x*
i

(i 5 1, 2, 3)only, � gure 1 (b), see e.g. [12–14]. The structure of
the C

2v
-symmetric banana-shaped molecule is de� ned coordinate system of the corresponding molecule, are

described by the sum of pair potentials between theby two internal coordinates: (i) the bending angle Q,
which denotes the angle between the unit vectors ûa , ûb Gay–Berne particles of the two molecules
along the particle symmetry axes, with possible values

U(Vi , Vj , Rij ) 5 �
a=a,b

�
b=a,b

Ua (û(i)
a

, û( j)
b

, r(i,j)
ab

). (1)0ß < Q < 180 ß ; and (ii ) the distance rab , which is the

Here r(i,j)
ab

5 r( j)
b

Õ r(i)
a

denotes the intermolecular vector
between the centre of part a of molecule i and the centre
of part b of molecule j with a, b 5 a, b. The interaction
potential Ua between the parts of molecules i and j is the
Gay–Berne potential [17], which includes the molecular
anisotropy in both the shape and the attractive forces
and has been successfully used to describe, for example,
calamitic liquid crystals [18]:

Ua (û(i)
a

, û( j)
b

, r(i,j)
ab

)

5 4e(û(i)
a

, û( j)
b

, r̂(i,j)
ab

)GA s0
r(i,j)
ab

Õ s(û(i)
a

, û( j)
b

, r̂(i,j)
ab

) 1 s0
B12

Õ A s0
r(i,j)
ab

Õ s(û(i)
a

, û( j)
b

, r̂(i,j
ab

) 1 s0
B6H (2)

where r̂(i,j)
ab

denotes the unit vector parallel to r(i,j)
ab

and
r(i,j)
ab

5 |r(i,j)
ab

|. The explicit expressions for the orientation-
dependent parameters s(û(i)

a
, û( j)

b
, r̂(i,j)

ab
) and e(û(i)

a
, û( j)

b
, r̂(i,j)

ab
)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Banana-shaped molecules: (a) chemical structure are given in [18].
of a typical banana-shaped molecule (� gure from [1]); It should be pointed out that no dipolar interaction
(b) a banana-shaped Gay–Berne molecule of point sym-

term is taken into account. The polar axis of the moleculemetry group C
2v

with a steric dipole along the polar axis
exists due to steric reasons only, introduced here on ax*

2 , de� ned by linking two equivalent calamitic Gay–Berne
particles. molecular level by the relative orientation of the two
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485Achiral banana-shape d molecules—L C phases

calamitic parts of each molecule de� ning a bending applied [19]. Here, D denotes the diŒerence in the
corresponding quantity before and after the attemptedangle. In the following, neglecting internal degrees of

freedom, the molecules are considered as rigid objects. move, i.e. in the old (o) and new (n) con� gurations,
respectively. The maximum displacement in ln L *

i
has beenAll intramolecular interactions of rigid banana-shaped

Gay–Berne molecules are given by additive constants adjusted during the simulation to achieve an acceptance
ratio of 1/2.which have been omitted for convenience, and all para-

meters of the Gay–Berne potential which de� ne in detail The starting con� gurations for the NpT simulations
were created by MC simulations in the NV T ensemblethe molecular properties are treated as temperature and

pressure independent. under periodic boundary conditions where initial con-
� gurations with randomly distributed molecular positions
and orientations were used. Systems with N 5 10243. Computational details

For the banana-shaped Gay–Berne molecules, treated banana-shaped molecules were equilibrated at V * 5 3.3Å
and T * 5 3 in a cubic simulation box of correspondingas rigid during the simulation, a bending angle of Q 5

140 ß has been chosen, a value in the typical range of length L *. Two independent simulation runs were per-
formed, and each time an isotropic phase was obtained.banana-shaped molecules [15, 16]. The distance rab has

been chosen related to the bending angle according to A con� guration of the isotropic phase was used as initial
con� guration for the corresponding NpT simulation.rab 5 [2(1 Õ cos Q)]1/2 which yields rab # 1.88; i.e. a con-

siderable overlap of the two Gay–Berne particles in the The thermodynamic properties were studied in two
independent simulation runs as a function of the temper-central part of the molecule has been taken into account.

For the Gay–Berne particles a parameterization was used ature T *, cooling with a step size of DT * 5 Õ 0.25 along
the selected isobar. Final con� gurations obtained forwith parameter values se /ss 5 3, ee /es 5 0.2, m 5 1 and

n 5 2, necessary for the determination of the functions nearby values of T * were taken as the initial con� guration
for the subsequent run. For each state point, generallys(û(i)

a
, û( j)

b
, r̂(i,j)

ab
) and e(û(i)

a
, û( j)

b
, r̂(i,j)

ab
), which has already

been studied for the calamitic Gay–Berne � uid [18]. an equilibration run of 800 kc (1 kc denotes 1000 cycles)
was followed by a production run of 200 kc. All thermo-Systems composed of such achiral banana-shaped

Gay–Berne molecules were studied in a rectangular box dynamic properties of interest were calculated every ten
cycles and averaged over the production run. Additionally,at constant number of particles N, pressure p and

temperature T , i.e. in the isobaric–isothermal ensemble correlation functions were calculated from data taken
after every tenth cycle of a subsequent 10 kc production(NpT ), using the standard Metropolis Monte Carlo

technique [19]. Periodic boundary conditions and nearest run.
image summation were applied. Dimensionless units are
used in the following: scaled temperature T * 5 kBT /e0 , 4. Order parameters and correlation functions
scaled pressure p* 5 ps3

0 /e0 , scaled internal energy per In order to characterize the long-range orientational
molecule 7 U* 8 5 7 U 8 /e0 , scaled enthalpy per molecule order of the biaxial molecules, second rank order para-
7 H* 8 5 7 H 8 /e0 , scaled box length L *

i
5 L

i
/s0 with meters 7 P2 8 (i), where i 5 1, 2, 3 refers to the correspond-

i 5 x, y, z, scaled volume per molecule 7 V * 8 5 7 V 8 / ing molecule-� xed x*
i

axis, were calculated during the
(Ns3

0 ) with 7 V 8 5 7 L
x
L

y
L

z
8 , and scaled distance r* 5 production runs. They are given by the largest eigenvalue

|Rij |/s0 . All simulations were done at a pressure p* 5 3, of the corresponding tensor
i.e. under similar conditions under which in a recent
study of Gay–Berne systems a rich polymorphism has S(i)

ab
5

1
N

�
N

j=1
C3

2
x̂(i)

ja
x̂(i)

jb
Õ

1
2

d
abD , (3)

been observed [20], applying a spherical cut-oŒ at
the selected distance r(i,j)

ab
/s0 5 3.8. A trial con� guration

where a, b 5 x, y, z and x̂(i)
j denotes a unit vector along

was generated by a random translation of the chosen
the molecule-� xed x*

i
axis (i 5 1, 2, 3) of a molecule j,

molecule followed by a random rotation about one of
i.e.

the randomly chosen space-� xed axes. The maximum
rotation was � xed to 2.5ß , the maximum displacement

7 P2 8 (i) 5 T1
2

(3 cos2 b(i)j Õ 1)U. (4)of the molecules was adjusted during the simulation to
achieve an acceptance ratio of 1/2. A cycle consists of N
such canonical moves followed by an attempt to modify Here, b(i)j denotes the angle between the molecule-� xed

x*
i

axis of a molecule j and the corresponding directorthe volume, where a box edge was selected at random
and the logarithm of its length was changed randomly. In n̂

i
given by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest

eigenvalue, i.e. 7 P2 8 (i) is equal to the Saupe order para-order to decide whether such a move should be accepted
or not, the corresponding acceptance rule acc(o � n) 5 meter calculated for the corresponding molecule-� xed

axis x*
i

.min(1, exp[Õ b(DU 1 pDV ) Õ (N 1 1)D ln V ]) has been
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486 R. Memmer

Additionally, for a description of the local order in a Explicitly, the scalar (even ‘total rank’ l1 1 l2 1 m)
radial orientational correlation functionphase with a helical superstructure along a selected

space-� xed direction, the corresponding local order
parameter 7 PÄ 2 8 (3) has been calculated, as introduced in S(3,3)

220 (r*) 5
1

2 Ó 5
7 3(x̂(3)

i ¯ x̂(3)
j )2 Õ 1 8 (r* )ij

(8)
[11]. The superscript ˜ denotes the reference of the local
order parameter to a local space-� xed axis de� ned was calculated.
parallel to the local director n̂(z) of the helical phase Additionally, corresponding longitudinal orientational
given by correlation functions

S(a,b)l1l2m
(r*
d

) 5 7 S(a,b)l1 l2m
(x̂(a)i , x̂(b)j , r̂

d
) 8

(r*d)ij
(9)

were considered, de� ned as a function of the inter-n̂(z) 5 Asin h cos Qz

sin h sin Qz

cos h B (5)
molecular separation r*

d
along a suitably chosen space-

� xed reference axis r
d

with unit vector r̂
d
. The subscript

(r*
d

)ij denotes the average over pairs of molecules of ai.e. the local director n̂(z) is assumed to be tilted at a
con� guration separated by a distance r*

d
along theconstant tilt angle h to the helical axis p̂ and continuously

reference axis.spiraling around p̂, chosen parallel to z, according to
Explicitly, in order to characterize the polar order,the periodicity given through the pitch P de� ning the

the polar orientational correlation functionazimuthal angle via Q 5 2p/P. For example, an angle of
h 5 90ß corresponds to the situation in a cholesteric

S(2,2)
110 (r*

d
) 5 Õ

1

Ó 3
7 (x̂(2)

i ¯ x̂(2)
j ) 8 (r*d)ij

(10)phase with local director n̂(z) always perpendicular to p̂.
Under the assumption of a local orientational distri-

was calculated. Additionally, in order to characterizebution function which is independent of z, the local
helical superstructures, the pseudoscalar (odd ‘total rank’order parameter can be calculated as introduced in [11],
l1 1 l2 1 m) radial orientational correlation functionmapping each con� guration of the helical phase back

to a nematic phase by a corresponding transformation
around z, followed by the diagonalization of the SÄ (3)

ab S(3,3)
221 (r*) 5 Õ S3

10
7 [(x̂(3)

i 3 x̂(3)
j ) ¯ r̂ij](x̂(3)

i ¯ x̂(3)
j ) 8

(r* )ijtensor de� ned analogously to S(3)
ab

. Then, the tilt angle
h is given by the angle between the z axis and the (11)
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of

was calculated.SÄ (3)
ab

. Therefore, the local order parameter
In order to characterize the positional order, several

pair distribution functions independent of the molecular7 PÄ 2 8 (3) 5 T1

2
(3 cos2 bÄ (3)

j Õ 1)U (6)
orientations x̂(a)i (a 5 1, 2, 3) and the intermolecular
vector r̂ij , have been calculated. The radial distribution

describes the distribution of the molecule-� xed x*
3 axes function S000 (r*) describes the distribution of particle

with respect to the local director n̂(z), whereas bÄ (3)
j centres as a function of the molecular separation r*. The

denotes the angle between the molecule-� xed x*
i

axis of longitudinal distribution function S000 (r*
d

) characterizes
a molecule j and the corresponding local director n̂(z). the distribution of particle centres as a function of the

In order to characterize the structural properties of intermolecular separation r*
d

along a space-� xed refer-
the phases, more detailed averages of a suitable subset ence axis r

d
, and the transversal distribution function

of the rotational invariant functions S(a,b)l1l2m
(x̂(a)i , x̂(b)j , r̂ij ) S000 (r*

) ) as a function of the intermolecular separation
introduced by Stone [21] were considered, where x̂(a)i r*) perpendicular to a space-� xed reference axis r

d
.

denotes a unit vector along the molecule-� xed x*
a

axis
(a 5 1, 2, 3) of a molecule i and r̂

ij
the unit vector along 5. Results and discussion

the intermolecular separation vector Rij between molecules The phase properties of systems composed of banana-
i and j. The radial orientational correlation functions, shaped molecules were studied as a function of temper-
calculated in spherical shells around a molecule, i.e. ature along an isobar. At the highest temperature
as a function of the intermolecular separation r*, are studied, T * 5 3, an isotropic phase is stable; the corres-
denoted by ponding characteristics are apparent from the snapshot

of the con� guration shown in � gure 2. In order to haveS(a,b)l1l2m
(r*) 5 7 S(a,b)l1 l2m

(x̂(a)i , x̂(b)j , r̂ij ) 8 (r* )ij
(7)

a schematic representation of its general shape, each
banana-shaped molecule is represented by a rotationallywhere the subscript (r*)ij denotes the average over all

pairs of molecules of a con� guration separated by a symmetric ellipsoid for each of its Gay–Berne particles
with an axis ratio of 1 : 1 : 3 corresponding to the parameterdistance r*.
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487Achiral banana-shape d molecules—L C phases

Figure 2. Snapshot of the molecular organization in the
isotropic phase formed at T * 5 3. Each banana-shaped
molecule is represented by an ellipsoid for each of its two
Gay–Berne particles which are colour-coded with respect
to the angle between its molecular long axis x*

3 and the
vertically oriented box normal.

value se /ss 5 3 and colour-coded with respect to the
angle between its molecular long axis x*

3 and a selected
box normal.

In the following, the diŒerent phases and phase trans-
itions will be characterized, leading to an identi� cation
of the phase sequence isotropic, nematic, and smectic with

(a)

(b)

decreasing temperature. The thermodynamic properties, Figure 3. Dependence of thermodynamic properties on scaled
which have been obtained in good agreement from two temperature T *: (a) scaled volume per molecule 7 V * 8 ;

(b) scaled enthalpy per molecule 7 H* 8 . Results are shownindependent cooling sequences, are shown in � gure 3 as
from two independent cooling sequences ( , 3 ); dashedfunctions of temperature . The scaled volume per molecule
vertical lines indicate the phase transition regions.7 V * 8 , � gure 3 (a), shows a small but signi� cant jump in

the temperature range 2.25 < T *
tr < 2.50 indicating a

weak � rst order phase transition from the isotropic temperature. Analogously, a relative change of 11.2% in
volume at the transition was calculated for the phasephase to a phase which will be identi� ed as nematic

later in this section. A second phase transition connected transition from the nematic phase to the smectic phase
at T * 5 1.625. Extrapolating the enthalpies in the corres-with a comparable large change in 7 V * 8 , i.e. an increased

strength of the transition, is obvious in the temperature ponding phases to the transition temperature, assuming
a linear temperature dependence, yields phase transitionrange 1.50 < T *

tr < 1.75 to a phase identi� ed later as
smectic. Both phase transitions are further con� rmed by enthalpies DH* 5 1.18 at T * 5 2.375 and DH* 5 8.08 at

T * 5 1.625, respectively. The relation DS/R 5 DH*/T *discontinuities in identical temperature regions of the
scaled enthalpy per molecule 7 H* 8 , � gure 3 (b), which has yields the corresponding phase transition entropies,

DS/R 5 0.49 at T * 5 2.375 and DS/R 5 4.97 at T * 5been calculated according to 7 H* 8 5 7 U* 8 1 p* 7 V * 8 .
In order to characterize the nature of the phase 1.625. All calculated values are summarized in the table

which includes for comparison corresponding values fortransitions, several thermodynamic quantities have been
determined following Hashim et al. [22]. At the trans- phase transitions in the achiral calamitic Gay–Berne

� uid [22, 23]. The values for DV */V *, DH* and DS/Rition assumed at temperature T * 5 2.375, i.e. midway
between the lowest temperature T * 5 2.50 in the iso- at the phase transition at T * 5 2.375 are much smaller

than the corresponding values at the phase transition attropic phase and the highest temperature T * 5 2.25 in
the nematic phase, a relative change of 2.2% in volume T * 5 1.625. All thermodynamic quantities calculated at

the high temperature phase transition are comparableat the transition DV */V * was estimated according to
in size to those determined at an N–I transition in the

DV */V * 5 2( 7 V *
I 8 Õ 7 V *

N 8 )/( 7 V *
I 8 1 7 V *

N 8 ) (12)
achiral calamitic Gay–Berne � uid, whereas at the low
temperature phase transition they are of similar size orfrom extrapolated values for 7 V *

I 8 and 7 V *
N 8 assuming

linear dependences of the corresponding volumes on even higher compared with the corresponding values
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488 R. Memmer

Table. Thermodynamic quantities characterizing selected phase transitions observed in Gay–Berne systems studied by isobaric–
isothermal Monte Carlo simulations: relative change in volume at transition DV */V *, transition enthalpy DH* and transition
entropy DS/R.

Transition p* T * DV */V */% DH* DS/R Ref.

N–I 3 2.375 2.2 1.18 0.49 this work
CPA–Na 3 1.625 11.2 8.08 4.97 this work
SmB–I 1 0.625 14.0 2.23 3.57 [22]
N–I 2 1.675 4.2 0.80 0.47 [23]

a CPA is an orthogonal biaxial smectic phase with antiferroelectric polar order.

determined at a SmB–I phase transition, emphasizing
that here a highly ordered phase must be involved. Due
to the small number of examples of banana-shape d
molecules which exhibit a nematic phase, see for example
[24, 25], only a very limited comparison with experi-
mentally determined values is possible. The � rst example
showing a nematic phase intermediate between the iso-
tropic and a smectic is given by a 2 ¾ -nitro-substituted
m-terphenyl derivative [24]. Here, at the Sm–N trans-
ition the phase transition enthalpy is about twenty times
larger than the corresponding quantity at the N–I trans-
ition, whereas in the simulation it is only about ten
times larger.

In order to obtain a � rst insight into the structural
changes connected with the appearing phase transitions,
the order parameters 7 P2 8 (i) (i 5 1, 2, 3) have been calcu-
lated. Shown in � gure 4 is the evolution of the order
parameters 7 P2 8 (2) and 7 P2 8 (3) during the simulation at
two selected temperatures close to phase transitions,
which document the spontaneous formation of ordered
systems. At T * 5 2.25, � gure 4 (a), the order parameter

7 P2 8 (3), calculated with respect to a space-� xed axis
which de� nes the director n̂3 , increases from values close
to zero up to about 7 P2 8 (3) # 0.6. The molecules are
aligned with their molecule-� xed x*

3 axes preferred parallel
to each other; this behaviour indicates a phase transition

(a)

(b)
from a disordered to an ordered phase which is con-

Figure 4. Evolution of the order parameters 7 P2 8 (2) ( ) and
sistent with a transition from an isotropic to a nematic 7 P2 8 (3) ( ) during the simulation run: (a) at T * 5 2.25;
phase. In contrast, the order parameters 7 P2 8 (2) , shown (b) at T * 5 1.50.
in � gure 4 (a), as well as 7 P2 8 (1) remain close to zero;
i.e. there exists no long range orientational order with
respect to the molecule-� xed x*

1 and x*
2 axes. At T * 5 � gure 5, and three diŒerent phase regions are obvious.

In the temperature range of the isotropic phase, from1.50, � gure 4 (b), the order parameters show a diŒerent
behaviour: there is an obvious signi� cant jump of the T * 5 2.5 to T * 5 3.0, both order parameters are close

to zero. At T * 5 2.5, close to the phase transition, 7 P2 8 (3)order parameter 7 P2 8 (3) up to values of about 7 P2 8 (3)#
0.98; additionally there exists long range orientational starts increasing. In the temperature region from T * 5

1.75 to 2.25, a nematic-like phase has been formed withorder with respect to the molecule-� xed x*
1 and x*

2
axes. A biaxial phase has been formed expressed by order parameters 7 P2 8 (3) characterizing the order of

the molecular long axes x*
3 with respect to the directorvalues of the order parameter 7 P2 8 (2) # 0.7, which have

been calculated with respect to director n̂2 found to be n̂3 . With decreasing temperature 7 P2 8 (3) remains com-
parably small, compared for example with the typicalperpendicular to n̂3 .

The average values of the order parameters 7 P2 8 (2) behaviour in nematic phases of the uniaxial Gay–Berne
� uid [26]. The existing long range orientational orderand 7 P2 8 (3) are shown as functions of temperature in
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489Achiral banana-shape d molecules—L C phases

Figure 5. Dependence of the order parameters on the scaled
temperature T *: 7 P2 8 (2) ( ), 7 P2 8 (3) ( ). Additionally
shown are results from a second independent cooling
sequence (1 , 3 ), and the local order parameter 7 PÄ 2 8 (3)
calculated at T * 5 1.75 with respect to a spiralling local
director n̂(z) ( ). Dashed vertical lines indicate the phase
transition regions.

of the x*
3 axes, which are de� ned perpendicular to x*

2 ,
leads to a limiting value 7 P2 8 (2)

min above zero, i.e. the
small non-zero values of 7 P2 8 (2) obtained here do not
express a long range orientational order of the x*

2 axes.
In contrast, after the second phase transition the values
of 7 P2 8 (2) are signi� cantly above the limiting value

7 P2 8 (2)
min 5 0.25 in a system with orientations randomly

distributed in a plane, i.e. considering 7 P2 8 (3) 5 1 which
is close to the obtained 7 P2 8 (3) values. This clearly
documents the spontaneous formation of a biaxial phase

(a)

(b)
whereas 7 P2 8 (2) slightly increases with decreasing tem-

Figure 6. Correlation functions as a function of the inter-perature. In the biaxial phase there exists, as well as a
molecular separation r* at temperatures T * in the tem-long range orientational order of the x*

3 axes with respect
perature range from T * 5 3.00 ( ) to T * 5 1.75 ( ):

to director n̂3 , a long range orientational order of the (a) radial distribution function S000 (r*); (b) scalar radial
x*

2 axes with respect to director n̂2 found to be perpen- orientational pair correlation function of rank two
S(3,3)

220 (r*).dicular to n̂3 . Shown in � gure 5 are also results from
a second independent cooling run, which con� rm the
formation of the nematic phase. In spite of the good with decreasing temperature, but the lack of long

range structure of S000 (r*), e.g. for separations r* > 3.5,agreement of the thermodynamic properties 7 V * 8 and

7 H* 8 obtained from both simulation runs (� gure 3), � gure 6 (a), indicates an isotropic distribution of the
molecular centres consistent with the characteristics ofthere are signi� cant diŒerences with respect to the order

parameter 7 P2 8 (3) close to the second phase transition, isotropic and nematic phases. Independent of temper-
ature, S(3,3)

220 (r*), � gure 6 (b), shows a positive maximumwhere in one simulation run a phase with a comparable
low order parameter was obtained, a feature which will at short distances, i.e. the existence of a preferred parallel

orientation of the x*
3 axes of neighbouring molecules,be discussed in detail later.

In agreement with the chosen phase assignments are which is more extended at lower temperatures. In the
temperature range of the isotropic phase, S(3,3)

220 (r*)the structural properties which will be analysed con-
sidering selected correlation functions. Shown in � gure 6 rapidly tends to zero, i.e. there exists no long range

orientational order. At these high temperatures, thereare the radial distribution function S000 (r*), which
characterizes the distribution of the particle centres as a even appear molecules separated by short distances

below r* 5 1 as obvious from S000 (r*). The corres-function of the intermolecular separation r*, and the
scalar radial orientational pair correlation function of ponding negative values of S(3,3)

220 (r*) at these distances
document the formation of dimers of banana-shapedrank two S(3,3)

220 (r*), giving insight into the orientational
order with respect to the molecule-� xed x*

3 axes. In the molecules with the x*
3 axis preferred perpendicular to

each other, a feature which completely disappears onshown temperature range from T * 5 3.00 to T * 5 1.75,
short range positional order exists which is enlarged cooling. In a recent study of banana-shaped molecules
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490 R. Memmer

composed of two hard spherocylinders for selected the behaviour of S000 (r*
d

) at T * 5 1.75, here the function
is close to unity for all distances r*

d
, documenting abending angles, such an interlocking of pairs of banana-

shaped molecules even excluded any spontaneous orien- uniform density distribution along director n̂3 , there
exists at T * 5 1.50 a signi� cant long range positionaltational ordering [13]. Remarkable is the long range

behaviour of S(3,3)
220 (r*) at lower temperatures . The functions order along n̂3 which is obvious from the periodic

modulations, � gure 7 (b). A layered phase has beenS(3,3)
220 (r*) at all temperatures in the range from T * 5

2.25 to T * 5 1.75 are signi� cantly non-zero for all formed with an approximate layer distance of d*
0 # 4.42

estimated from the separation between the maxima ofdistances. S(3,3)
220 (r*) decreases with increasing intermolecular

separation, but even for the largest separation considered, S000 (r*
d

). In order to determine correlations between the
positions of molecules in diŒerent layers, the correspond-S(3,3)

220 (r*) does not reach a plateau value as expected in
a nematic phase, a feature which could be due to the ing transversal distribution function S000 (r*) ) is given in

� gure 7 (a) showing its dependence on the intermolecularcomparatively small system size studied.
At the second phase transition, signi� cant changes separation r*) perpendicular to director n̂3 . It shows

comparable small features only, which are mainly relatedappear with respect to the positional order, as is obvious
on considering the radial distribution function S000 (r*) to contributions from molecules of the same layer, i.e.

the phase is a smectic rather than a crystal phase. Inand the longitudinal distribution function S000 (r*
d

) calcu-
lated as functions of the intermolecular separation r*

d
order to determine whether a tilted or untilted layered
phase was formed, the layer normal IÃ has been calculatedalong director n̂3 . At T * 5 1.50 the features of S000 (r*)

up to the largest separations document the existence of similarly to the procedure described in [27]. First, for
each molecule i a local layer normal Îi has been deter-long range positional order, � gure 7 (a). In contrast to
mined as eigenvector to the largest eigenvalue of the
tensor

Qi
ab

5
1

n(n Õ 1)
�
n

j=1
�
n

k j
C3

2
(r̂ij 3 r̂ik )

a
(r̂ij 3 r̂ik )

b
Õ

1
2

d
abD
(13)

where r̂ij is the unit vector between molecule i and one
of its n 5 6 nearest neighbours; then the tensor

Q
ab

5
1
N

�
N

i=1
C3

2
Îia

Îib
Õ

1
2

d
abD (14)

has been constructed, which after diagonalization yields
the layer normal Î as eigenvector to the largest eigen-
value. In all con� gurations analysed the tilt angle,
de� ned as the angle between the layer normal Î and
the director n̂3 , was always below 2ß , i.e. insigni� cantly
small. An untilted layered phase has been formed with
the molecular long axes x*

3 of the banana-shap ed molecules
oriented preferred parallel to a director n̂3 along the
layer normal Î.

This dramatic change of the structural properties is
evident from the snapshot shown in � gure 8 where a con-
� guration selected from the production run at T * 5 1.50
is presented. Shown in � gure 8 (a) is the con� guration
with vertically aligned layer normal Î where each banana-

(a)

(b)

shaped molecule is represented by spheres for its twoFigure 7. Correlation functions at temperature T * 5 1.50:
Gay–Berne centres. A phase with non-interdigitated(a) radial distribution function S000 (r*) and its dependence

on the intermolecular separation r* ( ), additionally shown layers and a well de� ned layer distance d*
0 has been

is the transversal distribution function S000 (r*
) ) and its formed in a cooling sequence starting from a con-

dependence on the intermolecular separation r*
) perpen- � guration with molecules randomly distributed in a

dicular to director n̂3 , ( ); (b) longitudinal distribution
cubic simulation box, while it should be mentioned thatfunction S000 (r*

d
) and its dependence on the intermolecular

at no time has an external orienting � eld been applied inseparation r*
d

along director n̂3 ( ), additionally shown is
S000 (r*

d
) at temperature T * 5 1.75 ( ). order to favour such a behaviour. Inside the simulation
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491Achiral banana-shape d molecules—L C phases

between the layer normal Î and the molecular long
axes x*

3 is colour-coded. In the layers each molecule is
surrounded by six neighbouring molecules in a pre-
ferred hexagonal arrangement. The positional order has
been further analysed calculating the bond orientational
order parameter for 6-fold order Y6 [28] similarly to a
procedure described in [29]. First,

yi 5
1
n

�
n

j=1
e6ihij (15)

is calculated for each molecule i, where hij denotes the
angle between the vector r̃ij , de� ned parallel to the
projection of the unit vector r̂ij between the molecule i
and one of its n 5 6 nearest neighbours j into the plane
perpendicular to the layer normal Î according to

r̃ij 5 r̂ij Õ (r̂ij ¯ Î) ¯ Î (16)

and a randomly chosen reference axis perpendicular to
the layer normal Î. Then the bond orientational order
parameter Y6 de� ned as

Y6 5 T1
N

�
N

i=1
|yi |U (17)

which gives insight into the arrangement of the nearest
neighbours, was calculated as the ensemble average
expressed by the brackets 7 8 . The value Y6 # 0.92 at
T * 5 1.50, on cooling slightly increasing up to Y6 # 0.93
at T * 5 1.25, indicates that locally the molecules are
preferably hexagonally packed.

Of central interest is a detailed investigation of possible
polar order in the layered phases, one of the most
characteristic features of many smectic phases of banana-

(a) (b)

(c)

shaped molecules, see for example [1, 5]. The long rangeFigure 8. Snapshot of the molecular organization in the layered
phase formed at T * 5 1.5: (a, b) visualized with vertically orientational order of the x*

2 axes has already been
aligned layer normal Î and horizontally aligned director proved by signi� cant non-zero order parameters 7 P2 8 (2) ,
n̂2 where each banana-shaped molecule is represented by

which document the preferred parallel orientation of the
(a) spheres and (b) ellipsoids for each of its two Gay–

polar axes x*
2 with respect to the director n̂2 , but giveBerne centres, in (b) colour-coded according to the pro-

no information about a preferred parallel or antiparalleljection of the steric dipole m on director n̂2 ; (c) a selected
layer of the system with layer normal Î pointing out of the orientation of the attached steric dipoles m. Here, detailed
plane where each banana-shaped molecule is represented insight is obtained considering the longitudinal � rst
by a sphere for its molecular centre of gravity colour-

rank orientational pair correlation function S(2,2)
110 (r*

d
), as

coded according to the angle between its molecular long
used, for example, for the characterization of antiphaseaxis x*

3 and the layer normal Î.
structures in polar smectic liquid crystals [30], shown
in � gure 9 as function of the intermolecular separation
r*
d

along the layer normal Î. In the absence of any polarbox, ten diŒerent layers have been formed, which was
enabled by a dramatic elongation of the box side parallel order, the function is zero everywhere. Here, the function

is signi� cantly negative for molecules which are separatedto Î as is possible by simulations in the isobaric–
isothermal ensemble. Shown in � gure 8 (c) is a selected by short distances along the layer normal; i.e. the steric

dipoles of molecules which belong to the same layer arelayer of the system with layer normal Î pointing out of the
plane, where each banana-shape d molecule is represented pointing along a common direction, which yields a local

layer polarization analysed later. In contrast, the positiveby a sphere for its molecular centre of gravity. In the
phase, there exists no signi� cant tilt angle, and the angle sign of S(2,2)

110 (r*
d

) calculated for molecules separated by
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492 R. Memmer

of

7 |Podd
layer | 8 5 T 1

Nodd K �
Nodd

i=1
mi KU# 0.91

and

7 |Peven
layer | 8 5 T 1

Neven K �
Neven

i=1
mi KU# 0.89,

where Nodd and Neven denote the number of molecules
Figure 9. The longitudinal � rst rank orientational pair cor- which belong to layers with odd or even layer number,

relation function S(2,2)
110 (r*

d
) at temperature T * 5 1.50 and

respectively; i.e. polarizations with similar absolute
its dependence on the intermolecular separation r*

d
along

values, but antiparallel polarization directions Peven
layerthe layer normal Î.

and Podd
layer have been obtained. Except for the in-plane

positional order the layered phase of achiral banana-
shaped Gay–Berne molecules shows all characteristic
structural features of the CPA-phase, the antiferroelectricdistances of r*

d
around the layer distance d*

0 expresses
the preferred antiparallel orientation of steric dipoles analogue of the CP-phase [32], as recently observed

experimentally for the � rst time for an achiral banana-of molecules belonging to neighbouring layers. This
behaviour of S(2,2)

110 (r*
d

) (its sign alternating dependent shaped 4-cyanoresorcinol derivative having an achiral
orthogonal biaxial smectic phase exhibiting antiferro-on r*

d
), proves an antiferroelectric-like superstructure;

i.e. the steric dipoles of molecules separated by an electric switching behaviour [33]. It should be pointed
out here that the spontaneous local polarization and theeven number of layers and an odd number of layers,

respectively, preferably point in the same or the opposite antiparallel polarization of neighbouring smectic layers
in the system studied by computer simulation is an eŒectdirection, respectively. This antiferroelectric-like super-

structure is obvious in the snapshot of the con� guration of both the anisotropy in shape and the attractive
interactions of banana-shaped molecules with a stericobtained at T * 5 1.50 shown in � gure 8 (b) where each

banana-shaped molecule is represented by ellipsoids for dipole, but without considering dipole–dipole inter-
actions. Recently, in layered systems of banana-shapedeach of its two Gay–Berne centres, colour-coded accord-

ing to the projection of the steric dipole m on director molecules composed of two hard spherocylinders, a
considerable biaxial ordering within each layer couldn̂2 . The local polar arrangement of the steric dipoles

with an alternating polarization direction moving from also be detected, but no correspondence between the
biaxial order in neighbouring layers (i.e. no global phaselayer to layer is obvious. In order to characterize the

polar order in more detail and to deduce the presence of biaxiality) could be proved [13]. For the coupling
between the local polarization of diŒerent layers, inferroelectricity, instead of calculating 7 P1 8 (2) the average

global polarization per molecule, 7 |P| 8 5 7 1/N |SNi=1 mi | 8 , addition to steric factors the interactions between the
calamitic parts of the banana-shaped molecules (i.e. thehas been determined summing up over all N steric

dipoles, as for example in a study of the ferroelectric molecular end groups) are found to be essential. For
the banana-shaped molecules studied with a bendingorder in nematic liquid crystals [31]. An average global

polarization 7 |P| 8 <0.03 was determined from a short pro- angle of 140 ß , an antiferroelectric-like superstructure
was favoured by the comparable attractive interactionduction run; i.e. 7 |P| 8 is essentially zero characterizing

an unpolarised system. Additionally, an average local layer between two molecules of neighbouring layers, if these
are preferably arranged with antiparallel steric dipolepolarization per molecule, 7 |Player | 8 5 7 1/m Smj=1 |Pj | 8 ,

has been calculated where m denotes the number of due to the resulting energetically favourable end-to-end
orientation of two calamitic Gay–Berne particles.layers of a con� guration and Pj the polarization per

molecule considering molecules arranged in layer j only. One of the most interesting features recently discovered
in liquid crystal phases of achiral banana-shape d moleculesA value of 7 |Player | 8 # 0.94 clearly shows the existence

of local polar order, i.e. a spontaneous local polarization. is the formation of chiral domains, i.e. spontaneous achiral
symmetry breaking [3–8]. Many possible structures areThe antiferroelectric-like superstructure already obvious

from the behaviour of S(2,2)
110 (r*

d
) is further proved by still under discussion for these chiral domains, which

seem to be connected to the existence of long rangecalculating average polarizations per molecule, summing
separately over the steric dipoles of all molecules of positional order in the form of the layers, as for example

in the model of Link et al. [5] where each layer itself islayers with odd and even layer number which have been
� xed by reference to a randomly chosen molecule. Values chiral due to a combination of two symmetry breaking
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493Achiral banana-shape d molecules—L C phases

directions, the local layer polarization and the tilt. As
shown above, there exists a local layer polarization in
the layers formed at T * 5 1.50, but due to the absence
of any tilt these layers are achiral. Recently, a further
possibility for helical superstructures in phases of achiral
banana-shaped molecules has been suggested, con-
sidering a splitting in right-handed and left-handed
domains with a so-called twist–bend structure [34] as
sketched in � gure 10 (a). In such a domain, the local
director n̂(z) is considered spiralling around the helical
axis according to equation (5), with constant tilt angle
h and pitch P de� ning the helical periodicity leading to
a z-dependent azimuthal angle, see � gure 10 (b), i.e. the
director � eld corresponds to the well known situation
in a chiral smectic C* phase, � gure 10 (c), and to a model
theoretically considered for cholesteric phases with conic
structures [35].

In the following, such structures will be considered
for the nematic-like phase close to the phase transition
to the smectic, where it still lacks an explanation for the
already mentioned low order parameters 7 P2 8 (3) (� gure 5).
A deeper insight into its peculiar structural properties
is obtained by inspection of the snapshot shown in
� gure 11, where a con� guration chosen at T * 5 1.75
from the cooling sequence which yielded structures with

Figure 11. Snapshot of the molecular organization in the
comparable low order parameter 7 P2 8 (3) , has been phase formed at T * 5 1.75 visualized with a vertically
visualized with a vertically aligned space-� xed director aligned director n̂3 where each banana-shaped molecule
n̂3 found to be constrained parallel to z. Obviously, no is represented by (a) spheres and (b) ellipsoids for each of

its two Gay–Berne centres, in (b) colour-coded accordinglayers have been formed, � gure 11 (a). The comparable
to the azimuthal angle of the molecular long axis x*

3 .low global order parameter seems to be due to a super-
structure, � gure 11 (b), which apparently shows similarities
to the twist–bend structure discussed above as a possible In order to demonstrate the existence of such a helical
structure in chiral domains of banana-shaped molecules, superstructure, the longitudinal correlation function
� gure 10 (a). S(3,3)

220 (r*
d

) has been calculated as a function of the inter-
molecular separation r*

d
along the director n̂3 and the

z-axis, respectively (� gure 12). Apart from short range
eŒects, in a nematic phase S(3,3)

220 (r*
d

) is independent of
the intermolecular separation r*

d
along the director. In

contrast, in a cholesteric phase S(3,3)
220 (r*

d
) is modulated

Figure 10. Twist–bend structures: (a) a right-handed domain Figure 12. The longitudinal second rank orientational pair
correlation function S(3)

220 (r*
d

) at temperature T * 5 1.75 andof banana-shaped molecules; (b) spiralling tilted local
director n̂(z), see equation (5); (c) director con� guration its dependence on the separation r*

d
: (a) along the space-

� xed director n̂3 ( ); (b) along the space-� xed z-axis ( ).of a chiral smectic C* phase (� gures from [34]).
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494 R. Memmer

dependent on the intermolecular separation r*
d

along the
helical axis due to the spiralling superstructure, see for
example [36]. It varies monotonously from a positive
maximum for molecules separated by small values of
r*
d

( locally the molecules are preferably parallel to each
other) , to a negative minimum at distance r*

d
5 P*/4,

where P* denotes the scaled pitch de� ning the periodicity;
i.e. molecules separated by this distance along the helical
axis are preferably perpendicular to each other. In
the phase of the banana-shaped molecules observed at
T * 5 1.75, S(3,3)

220 (r*
d

) shows a similar behaviour calculated
along the director n̂3 . The positive minimum value can
be understood considering a helical superstructure with
a tilted local director, where for no distance along the
helical axis preferred local orientations perpendicular to
each other exist. The helical axis is found to be along
the z-axis, an eŒect related to the periodic boundaries
conditions applied as discussed in detail in, for example,
[36], which is obvious due to the superimposing curves
shown in � gure 12.

An additional local order parameter 7 PÄ 2 8 (3) of the
molecular long axis x*

3 has been calculated with respect
to a spiralling tilted local director n̂(z) as described in
§ 4. The helical axis was taken to be constrained along
the z-axis, considering that one segment with a length
of the pitch has been formed inside the simulation box,
i.e. pitch P* 5 L *

z
. Shown in � gure 13 is the evolution of

selected structural quantities during the production run

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Evolution of structural properties during theat T * 5 1.75. If calculated with respect to a tilted local
production run at T * 5 1.75: (a) global order parameterdirector n̂(z) spiralling with the appropriate handedness,
7 P2 8 (3) calculated with respect to a space-� xed directorhere right-handed, the local order parameter 7 PÄ 2 8 (3)
n̂3 ( ) and local order parameter 7 PÄ 2 8 (3) calculated with

(see also � gure 5) is signi� cantly larger compared with respect to a right-handed spiralling tilted local director
the comparable small global order parameter 7 P2 8 (3) , a n̂(z) ( ); (b) tilt angle h ( ) and scaled pitch P* ( ).
behaviour obvious over the complete production run of
200 000 cycles, � gure 13 (a). An average tilt angle h# 20.5 ß
and a scaled pitch P*# 41.7 have been determined
averaging over the production run, � gure 13 (b).

In order to prove the helical superstructure in more
detail, an appropriate pseudoscalar correlation function,
S(3,3)

221 (r
d
/P), has been determined as a function of the

intermolecular separation r*
d

scaled by pitch P along the
z-axis. In a phase without a helical superstructure , e.g.
a nematic phase where right- and left-handed molecular
arrangements have the same probability, this function
would be zero independent of the separation along the
selected reference axis. In contrast, S(3,3)

221 (r
d
/P) given in

� gure 14 shows the characteristic behaviour of phases Figure 14. The pseudoscalar longitudinal second rank orien-
with helical superstructures, see for example [20] for its tational pair correlation function S(3,3)

221 (r
d
/P) at temper-

ature T * 5 1.75 calculated along the helical axis parallelbehaviour in blue or cholesteric phases. It has small, but
to z ( , from 1000 con� gurations selected after blocks ofsigni� cantly non-zero values and the minimum corre-
50 000 cycles each). For comparison, additionally shownsponds to a separation of P/4 along the helical axis.
are the corresponding functions in a nematic phase ( )

The negative values characterize a right-handed helical with perfect order, i.e. 7 P2 8 (3) 5 1, and in a helical phase
structure, a feature obvious over the complete production ( ) with a right-handed spiralling tilted local director n̂(z),

and tilt angle h 5 20 ß and perfect local order 7 PÄ 2 8 (3) 5 1.run considering separately con� gurations taken from
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495Achiral banana-shape d molecules—L C phases

selected parts of the production run. In systems com- dependent upon temperature. For the � rst time by com-
puter simulation of many-particle systems of banana-posed of achiral molecules only the corresponding left-

handed structure should appear with equal probability, shaped molecules, an untilted smectic phase with global
phase biaxiality and a local polar arrangement of thebut they could be separated by large free enthalpy

barriers. Further investigations are necessary in order to steric dipoles with an antiferroelectric-like superstructure
has been formed at low temperature, a phase structureclarify whether the right-handed domain formed (which

due to the small system size studied, corresponds to the which recently has been discovered experimentally [33].
The clear evidence should be emphasised that the spon-whole system) represents a metastable state only; i.e.

whether a global free enthalpy minimum exists for a taneous local polarization and the antiparallel polarization
of neighbouring smectic layers are due to the anisotropystable untwisted state which again could be separated

by large free enthalpy barriers. The results of a second in shape and attractive interactions of the banana-shape d
molecules with a steric dipole only, without consideringcooling sequence give a � rst hint for such a behaviour.

Again a nematic phase has been formed, now even close dipole–dipole interactions. Remarkable is the formation
of nematic phases at intermediate temperature, a featureto the second phase transition without helical super-

structure and signi� cantly enlarged global order parameter which has been observed in systems of banana-shaped
molecules only in exceptional cases [24, 25]. In the7 P2 8 (3) (� gure 5), but with thermodynamic properties

7 V * 8 and 7 H* 8 (� gure 3) in good agreement; i.e. both nematic phase, close to the phase transition to the highly
ordered smectic phase, even hints of a spontaneousthe achiral and the chiral structure could be of similar

free enthalpy. Under periodic boundary conditions the achiral symmetry breaking have been determined by means
of a pseudoscalar orientational correlation function andformation of a helical superstructure is enabled for

selected orientations of the helical axis only, as discussed an analysis of the local order with respect to a tilted,
continuously spiralling reference system. The helicalin detail in [36], e.g. parallel to a box face normal;

whereas in the second cooling sequence nematic phases superstructure observed could correspond to the uni-
form conical twist–bend structure existing with twofoldwith a director n̂3 oriented oblique to a box face normal

have been formed, a state necessarily separated by large degenerated left- or right-handed twist, as recently pre-
dicted for achiral banana-shaped molecules by consider-free enthalpy barriers from a chiral state, as observed

previously. ing the eŒects of a negative bend elastic constant with
respect to the formation of nematic phases with spatiallyIn fact, the spontaneous achiral symmetry breaking

in nematic phases composed of achiral banana-shaped modulated director by means of a simple Landau-like
model [37]. With respect to the appearance of spon-molecules observed in the simulation has been recently

discussed based on the speculation that in such phases taneous achiral symmetry breaking in the phase with-
out smectic layers, further investigations are necessary,the bend elastic constant K3 could be negative [37].

Under this hypothesis, a simple Landau-like model pre- especially taking into account larger system sizes and
longer simulation runs, in order to clarify whether thedicts a second order phase transition inside the nematic

phase, from uniform to spatially modulated director, either chiral domain formed in the simulation corresponds to
a stable or metastable state (i.e. a global free enthalpyoscillating splay–bend or uniform conical twist–bend

with twofold degenerated left- or right-handed twist, the minimum exists for a stable untwisted state), or whether
it appeared due to � uctuations only. Further challenginglatter corresponding to the helical superstructure formed

in the simulation. tasks are extended studies taking into account internal
degrees of freedom, of interest with respect to the signi-
� cance of chiral conformers of achiral banana-shaped6. Conclusions

Molecular systems of achiral banana-shape d molecules molecules [4], and consideration of the eŒect of external
� elds, especially the switching behaviour of phases withhave been studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations

in the NpT ensemble, taking into account both trans- antiferroelectric-like superstructure.
lational and orientational degrees of freedom, in order
to determine relationships between molecular structure Generous allocation of computer time by the

Regionales Hochschulrechenzentrum Kaiserslautern andand phase properties. The systems were composed of
rigid, biaxial molecules of point symmetry group C2v

, the John von Neumann-Institut für Computing, Jülich
and � nancial support from the Deutsche Forschungs-characterized by a suitable bending angle Q 5 140 ß and

a steric dipole, with interactions described by the Gay– gemeinschaft and the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie
are gratefully acknowledged. The author is grateful toBerne potential. A rich polymorphism of liquid crystal

phases, proven by order parameters, scalar and pseudo- Prof. G. Heppke, Prof. S. Hess and their co-workers for
all hospitality and stimulating discussions during ascalar orientational correlation functions, and visual

representations of selected con� gurations, was observed research stay at the TU Berlin.
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